
 

 

Herefordshire & Worcestershire LPC Meeting Minutes for 21st March 2019 

Waitrose Community Room, Worcester WR5 2JG 
Chair: Wayne Ryan (WR)/ Am Tanday (AT) 

LPC Members attending: Sally Rowberry (SR); Selina Gill (SG); Akwal Singh (AS); Iona Mulleady (IM); 

Apologies: Duncan Murray (DM); Mitesh Bhalla (MB); Mohammed (Milak) Rahman (MR); Ahmed 

Zackaria (AZ); Amy Broomhall (AB); 

In attendance: Fiona Lowe (FL) (Chief Officer); Zoe Ascott (ZA);  

Guests: N/A 

Declaration of Interests: Circulated and signed  

Market Entry: ZA drafted response to the application by Pharminspire. All members agree with the 

response and to quote ‘as an LPC we welcome the opportunity for patients to have access to full 

pharmaceutical services.’  

Minutes: check with AR whether she is happy for her section to be in the open minutes. 

CCA Questions: WR looked and the question is around PCNs – WR can answer.  

Working Group feedback:  

Herefordshire group – FL met with Saran from Herefordshire CCG and she is concerned that she is 

not getting enough STP and PCN information, she has asked FL to request information from her boss 

for the plans. Herefordshire and Worcestershire are going to have to work together moving forward. 

IT could potentially feel like a Worcestershire takeover. Linda Dando is taking over in Herefordshire 

and Worcestershire as Director of Primary Care,her deputy is Holly (?).  

Sexual Health service is changing. FL has spoken to the Commissioner about concerns over the new 

provider Solutions 4 Health. It is their first Sexual Health Contract and they are poor at paying on 

their stop smoking contracts (they have one in Dudley). They have sent the PGD, which is just full of 

links not wording.  

- They said the fee is based on the lowest grade that can deliver the service. 

- It starts on 1st April, FL suggested that they spoke to the current PGD holders and sort 

something to tide them over before the contract it sorted out. The Council commissioned 

them and they will subcontract. Herefordshire will be able to do EllaOne. 

- Payments were discussed and over one payment 

- Might do more, do not want the service to have problems when it switches 

- They need to sort the PGD and not have any gaps left. It will be too confusing to have 2 

PGDs.  

- There will be problems with PharmOutcomes linking as well.  

- Worcestershire Care Trust hold the current PharmOutcomes Licence  

- The Council need to sort it out – LPC will have to chase them 

- FL to also get in touch with Solutions 4 Health 



 

 

- LPC to send out comms with new providers details and state that we have pointed out that 

interim arrangements need to be sorted and the Council also need to be contacted and told 

that there is no provision from 1st April currently.  

PCNs in Herefordshire – They are sticking with 4 geographies, with a priority each. There are meant 

to be plans in place by May with money set aside.  

Worcestershire – looking at what can be done to support service delivery. The LPC needs to try and 

help Pharmacies get as much out of the services as possible. The Office have advertised the business 

workshop on 10th April. Look at MUR’s but have been told that there is only 200 to complete now 

and no certainty after that, so Pharmacies need to look at ‘quick wins’ for the 200 e.g patients who 

are just on the edge. It does not need to be complicated, as long as the patient is on 2-3 drugs and 

just do that. There is a feeling that after this announcement that MUR’s might not exist, unsure. 

They are keeping a blank sheet on the new contract. 

 

Budget: WR explained that there are enough funds to do larger pieces of work. There are talks of 

changing the PSNC levy next year, FL has heard rumours of a 50% increase, but more likely to be 

around 20%. WR added that the LPC does have surplus funds. There is an argument to say that if 

there is going to be a 5-year contract then PSNC should make LPCs aware of what their levies are 

going to be over that period. FL agrees that it is not unreasonable to ask. WR understands that if a 

lot of negotiations take place then there is bound to be some sort of increase.  

Regional Meeting – PSNC: Mike King is retiring from PSNC and being replaced by Luvjit who used to 

be Chief Officer of Leicester LPC and Chair of Warwickshire LPC. FL added that Luvjit is proactive and 

will also have help one day at week. FL added she thinks she will be very good.  

CPWM: Made up of 8 LPCs and work together on projects that can be covered across the patch. FL 

explained that Shropshire and Staffordshire are going to join to match the new NHS landscape. All 

LPC’s pay into the group to complete work and save duplication. FL commented that some things 

have worked well, and some have not.  

Conference – LPC/PSNC:  

- WR explained the mood was positive 

- Evident that a line has now been drawn under the Judicial Review 

- Seems that people are pleased with moving forward with discussions and new opportunities 

for Pharmacists, which could in turn bring problems for Contractors as challenges with 

working in the community. 

- Ed Waller from NHSE presented – he will be doing the contract and is very good. He spoke of 

relationships/ PCNs/ QPS of some sort, more like QOFF/ multi-year contract/ distinction 

between Pharmacy and Pharmacist and the difference of Clinical Pharmacists (i.e the 18-

month training).  

- Discussion on the distinction between Clinical and Community Pharmacist and Independent 

Prescribers – LPC agree that it is more around a Community Pharmacist cannot 

Independently prescribe without having done the Clinical Diploma. 



 

 

- GPs are going to be 70% funded ongoing, with 6 per PCN, and a full time Clinical Pharmacist. 

Priorities are early diagnosis/cancer, case finding by CBD, screening and prevention, 

NUMSAS and DMIRS.  

- IT needs sorting for better integration  

- HLP will be required 

- WR commented that DMIRS could take a lot of Pharmacists time. FL added that discharge 

will as well and hopes that there is a payment attached. 6 % of GP consultations could be 

switched over.  

- Would be ideal to get PGD’s to allow Pharmacies to do more with DMIRS. Appears that 

Pharmacy is trying to be integrated with no more payment. There is a challenge of not being 

paid for time as payment for results 

- DMIRS will have a payment attached, AM commented that slowly GP’s GPs sent repeat 

queries to Pharmacy – with a long queue to hand in repeats – contact points are for free. 

Surgeries virtually empty with only patients waiting for appointments. Pharmacies have 

another queue of people with queries on medicines and Pharmacies advertise this with no 

payment.  

- Pharmacy will receive a payment for the first DMIR but then the next tie the patient will not 

go to the GP in the first place so the Pharmacy will not receive a DMIRS funding. 

- The Conference said that online platforms are the way forward. Changes around DSPs and 

Hub and Spoke and supervisions as well as Market Entry. 

- Pharmacy 2 U is coming to the Midlands. SG added that she gets a query every day, usually 

an OAP about Pharmacy 2 U.  

- Adamant that services have to be paid as Pharmacy already do too much for free.  

- The NHS App was discussed – around status of prescription.  

- The App will keep getting added to. WR commented that booking an appointment with a 

Pharmacist should come with a fee and PSNC need to negotiate it.  

- AT commented that GPs are aware that Pharmacies can do more than appointments for pill 

checks. AT has been approached for a pilot for some appointments to shift into Pharmacy, as 

well as Blood Pressure Screening. 

- FL added that it was clear that Pharmacy need to make a good job of minor illness first 

before anything else. AT added that patients have no where else to go apart from the GP or 

A and E, but Pharmacy need to integrate and be funded for it.  

- It was stated that sometimes Community Pharmacy is not seen as part of the NHS which 

needs to change. 

- AT commented that it is a powerful tool having the patients come to Pharmacy. It is also 

tough on a day to day basis, but it really is Pharmacy’s leverage point.  

- FL commented that she got the impression that the common message is to think twice 

before buying a Pharmacy in this climate. It is risky with no sign of that risk disappearing. 

There are a lot of closures and a cut in support. 

- Concession pricing and margin was discussed. There is no guarantee that the activity fee is 

going up. 

- Contract – Brexit has put the dates back and is now likely to be in December. Negotiations 

have not started yet. FL added that there is a feeling of a 5-year contract, maybe graduated. 

There will be no more money overall and might end up doing more for the same money. WR 

added that it is the same person writing the contract that write the GP contract. 



 

 

- FL explained that the NHS shared box is key and can be removed after 6 months inactivity. 

- AT commented that Pharmacy is stuck in a cycle of showing what it can do but not getting 

paid – this needs to change. He added that he thinks the GPs have moved on from the 

previous ‘turf war’. 

- AT explained that he has formed a ticket system to respond to patient by the end of the day 

and then production does not stop in the pharmacy 

- Conference question: 1) Community Pharmacy building relationships with Clinical 

Pharmacists 2) produce offer in PCN (community pharmacy collectively) 3) prevention – HLP 

next stage 4) how to use digital to contribute to the future  

- PCN’s do have structures and aims. The maturity matrix was discussed and when community 

pharmacy needs to make contact. The LPC needs to keep on top of where everybody is. It 

does depend on the LPC size how many PCN’s they will cover. Herefordshire and 

Worcestershire have approximately 20. It is a challenge, especially because they are all at 

different stages it is hard to know which ones to work with. FL suggested working as a 

network using contractors locally, PSNC are currently putting tools together. The LPc is 

preparing itself, to get a response for when priorities are released. The LPC need to make 

sure Contractors can deliver, eventually there could be commissioning, at the moment the 

money is for the PCN set up. WR added that Pharmacy needs to not put their hand up to do 

anything for free. AT suggested Pharmacies should take part in pilots to demonstrate their 

good work and then get the funding. WR commented that the problem with doing that is 

people will then expect it for free.  

- The strapline for paying pharmacies for work should be to have a common thread of how 

many GP appointments would ‘X’ save and the value.  

- Funding was discussed, as a chicken and egg scenario using HLP as an example.  

- Prevention/intervention/urgent care and adding 5 years of healthy life.  

- A key message of the conference was to embrace the changes and challenges 

- There will be another interim arrangement  

- Category M was discussed 

- Increased EPS 

- Increase through DSP ordering 

- The model of community Pharmacy will change – more efficiency is required. 

- Recommend Contractors to watch the Price concession webinar 

- Key points: increased risk, stay close to PCN’s, view business as if investor, don’t leave 

money on the table, understand cash flow, do not put money into the business without a 

clear plan and consider diversifying and private work, do local services if viable. 

- Provider companies were discussed – changing articles and rules, there is an 

acknowledgement that they are required.  

- Flu – there is an increase year on year across the country in Pharmacies. WR added there is 

also an increase in private flu vaccines as well. 

- Contractors were slow to do QPS and thoughts that people were not going to engage. The 

biggest issue was around WES which was highlighted.  

- The overarching theme of the conference was that there was more positivity than expected, 

but unfortunately no more money.  

Budget (WR): On box for committee to view. 



 

 

The difference is more to start with than initially thought - £120,000.00. The budget has now been 

shared with NHSE as required and will be updated when the annual report is done. The LPC will still 

be over the required minimum for reserves at the end of 2020. There is approximately £20,000.00 to 

£30,000.00 non-recurring funds. It is important to spend the money appropriately and not just for 

the sake of it. Reducing the levy is difficult as it would need to put up again. The LPC might need to 

invest in more support when the new contract is out. Any upcoming PCN meetings will need funding 

allowed for. As long as any expenditure is justified in the annual report. FL to arrange a half day in 

the office with WR to go through accounts with WR in April. Budget feels very reasonable.  

PSNC are developing an LPC dashboard. This is to aid transparency, the LPC uses Sage already. Final 

guidance from HMRC is still awaiting. Gordon Hockey is sitting on the fence a bit over the employed 

status. If payment is made to the company, then it will still get taxed at some point. So, still waiting 

for final decisions around tax/National Insurance and Employment law. FL is now employed, 

discussion held over employment of members and therefore employee benefits. The is poor 

guidance from the PSNC so the LPC has had to make the decision. Employed status involves a lot of 

work. The LPC is compliant.  

WR explains that he has hit difficulties being paid from the company for LPC work done outside of 

Boots time. Also waiting for guidance on honorarium.  

CO and LPC structure feedback: 

Structure (FL):- There seems to be a slight push from both PSNC and the CCA towards looking at 

federating LPCs. They acknowledge it is a lot of work to do, especially with the PCNs. All models are 

being looks at. A lot of work is already done across the 3 LPCs (Coventry and Warwickshire). Need to 

look at the best way to spend money efficiently and not duplicate work. FL explained the Sussex 

model with W/E Sussex and Surrey. They are federated with a single team but are still 3 LPC’s in 

statute. They have moved to fewer LPC meetings but still have an executive committee as an 

overarching board with 2 members from each LPC and the Chief Officer, linking in and out with the 

central team. Their approach seems to be top down whereas FL would prefer a more bottom up 

approach. They have a plan right down to the very local priorities. FL explained that CPWM is good 

because it is regional, and work is also shared across Arden Hereford and Worcester. There is a 

possibility to invest more in the team to release the LPC to focus on PCNs. IF the LPC did decide to 

move in this direct, which would not be until next April, a strategy needs to be looked at by this 

Summer.  

LPC view: WR commented that the LPC members should be able to set the direction, but it is a good 

way of resolving the capacity of the LPC to get work done and it does not make sense for work to be 

duplicated across the LPCs. The Committee agree that the principle does appear to make sense, 

must it must be made so that members feel that they have the opportunity to contribute. The office 

team would still be used across the 3 LPCs. FL noted that this will be discussed further at all 3 LPC 

meetings and potentially look at a joint meet/event in July. All members agree that they have an 

open mind to working differently and that it makes sense to stop duplication of work and save costs. 

WR added that it would work better if all the LPCs had a joint focus, for example the new contract. 

FL explained that there is a push to see what CPWM are doing. FL does a lot of the work and there 

needs to come a point where CPWM level work is done and all the LPCs get an outcome and are 

getting the value.  



 

 

AHW is more in the H and W LPC’s control. CPWM do not have the support team. AT commented 

that it can sometimes overcomplicate things. FL added that if the LPC were not already involved with 

CPWM it would be tempting to say that the LPC would not become involved. However, the LPC does 

need to engage and it is a positive that CPWM can say that they represent 1300 Pharmacies, it gives 

‘clout’. WR added that it is also a chance to receive first hand information. It feels like as long as they 

have the right and opportunity to steer them where the work is done it is less of an issue.  

PCN Pack follow up:  

Defer until May, until more information has been received regarding PCNs. FL does have good 

mapping tools for all the primary care and healthcare problems in each area. Interim plans are 

meant to be sorted by May. 

Working Groups: 

1) MUR updated Support Materials – advice on making sure pharmacies use all 200. 

2) Local Service Delivery Support – as poor delivery makes it difficult to gain any more services. 

Committee split into working groups: MURs = WR/IM/AS  Services = AT/SG/SR 

Service delivery – Engagement Group: 

- Needs to be reasonably remunerated  

- Refocussing on where the money is now 

- Engage to the ‘Pharmacy fit for future’ event 

- Focus is moving towards services 

- Relatable pressures 

- Mechanism to survive  

- Empathy  

- Contractors will not do services without the money being profitable 

- Any service currently available that has reasonable remuneration Pharmacy need to show 

they can do a good job 

- AT commented that he only does MURs on weds/thurs/Fridays – it is operational  

- Discussion: look at and understand busy times and blocking out time etc. sometimes 

Pharmacy feel the need to constantly be on hand to help patients, but there is a need to 

‘flow’ in a certain way. 

- Staffing is key. Multiples have no control over it which makes it difficult 

- Not feeling they have to be available all the time  

- Patients – expect to work to a framework, they are happy to wait etc. 

- Pro-active team is important 

- CPPE – funding technicians for free 

- Need to acknowledge fears and play on hopes 

- Honesty – if they sign up to a service, they need to take part properly; if they do not have 

the capacity or drive then they should not sign up 

- A more concerted effort with commissioners to find out ‘who is doing what’ 

- Kathy to go out to Contractors – get hints and tips from good performers and then go to the 

mid-level performers to pull their performance up.  

- Services are not as competitive as scripts 



 

 

Plan: 

- Hints and tips / resources available 

- Obtain service data from commissioners and find out who does what 

- Promote the fit for pharmacy future event 

- DMU module discussed with the option of payment / bursary at the end if they are prepared 

to share their process/reflective account etc. It is the Quality Module – can be applied to 

anything in the pharmacy. Share with Contractors the learnings. 2 x face to face sessions in 

Coventry. Asked for 30 places – already gone out to Coventry and Warwickshire – to send to 

Herefordshire and Worcestershire Pharmacies next week. FL attended Derby open day.  

MUR Group: 

- 2 main routes: Team engagement and Pharmacist Engagement 

- Mindset – need to maximise the opportunity and make all the team push. Look into means 

of identification and prompts when dispensing. The service needs to be sold in the right way, 

e.g say the pharmacist ‘needs a quick word’ and take them straight to the room 

- Could set a weekly target to break the total number down and make arrangements around 

other deadlines or busy periods 

- Making the service more fun? E.g Chuff chart for counter staff 

- People know how to do the service, this is more about just cutting down the barriers 

- Can do an MUR on 1 medication if it shows an intervention 

 

Input into Contract (send suggestions in before negotiations start): 

- How it is funded, volume per item at the moment 

- Still need a solution around dispensing activity 

- Think they are going to try and put less dependency on margin 

- Do not want to devalue dispensary business but value the other side of business 

- Need to say ‘value recognised and remunerated’ 

- Per capita route – but do not want in global sum 

- Would global sum stay the same if closures? Workload would not proportionally go down 

- Remuneration for dispensing needs to be viable 

- Activity attached to dispensing process e.g. phone calls, printing etc. and associated costs 

- FMD reimbursement 

- Realise effort taken in managing patients on repeat dispensing 

- Discussed Scottish Model  

- Money available per head 

- Quoff points, like Doctors have 

- GP’s work on per capita 

- Do not want them cherry picking 

- Dispensary funded properly 

- Global sum no lower 

 

Risk of Apps?: 



 

 

Health Era is being looked at in Coventry. It goes from patients to POD before it goes to the surgery 

to be ordered. There is a payment to be part of it, does not stop any pharmacy but is listed on the 

app. 

The NHS app is definitely going to be used more, so Pharmacy need to get behind it.  

 

Meeting closed; 2.00pm – Exec meeting on 11th April.  

 

 


